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The Data Set

Individual Indicators Examples

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) compiled a set of over 20 teaching and learning indicators  from 38 countries. 
These indicators measure teachers’ and principals’  satisfaction with their job, the way they are trained, and the way they behave in the workplace. The goal 

of this project is to use k-means clustering to analyze differences in these indicators across countries and to see how the differences translate to student 
learning.
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Differences in Country Behavior

The K-Means Algorithm
Assignment: Given k  number of groups, we randomize k numbers 
(or means). )Each observation is placed in a group that contains a 
mean )such that the Euclidean distance from that mean to the 
average value  of the observation is minimized.

Update and Iterate:  Based on our assigned groups, update the 
mean of the group, and iterate until the mean doesn’t change. 

More Advanced/Further Questions

Patterns arise from our heatmap: 
●  Mexico,  Norway, and Singapore behave similarly in 

all categories. (Let them be 1 group)
● Brazil, Romania, and Portugal are another group

 Our project can be taken further by analyzing student data to see 
if the correlation on the educators’ side matches that of test scores 
and student surveys. 

     

We clustered 
countries by 
similar behavior 
for each indicator. 
In the bar chart, 
we see 
sub-indicators for 
each example, 
and in the 
k-means heatmap, 
we see the overall 
trend of each 
country.

We look at four indicators in this project, each with subcategories. Our 
indicators are teacher self efficacy, teaching students with special needs, 
working conditions, and classroom management.

The data set is taken from surveys where teachers and principals 
self-evaluate, and from statistics such as the amount of professional 
development and teacher and student demographics.
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